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JINV – A FLEXIBLE JULIA PACKAGE FOR PDE PARAMETER
ESTIMATION
LARS RUTHOTTO∗, ERAN TREISTER† , AND ELDAD HABER‡
Abstract. Estimating parameters of Partial Differential Equations (PDEs) from noisy and
indirect measurements often requires solving ill-posed inverse problems. These so called parameter
estimation or inverse medium problems arise in a variety of applications such as geophysical, medical
imaging, and nondestructive testing. Their solution is computationally intense since the underlying
PDEs need to be solved numerous times until the reconstruction of the parameters is sufficiently
accurate. Typically, the computational demand grows significantly when more measurements are
available, which poses severe challenges to inversion algorithms as measurement devices become
more powerful.
In this paper we present jInv, a flexible framework and open source software that provides par-
allel algorithms for solving parameter estimation problems with many measurements. Being written
in the expressive programming language Julia, jInv is portable, easy to understand and extend,
cross-platform tested, and well-documented. It provides novel parallelization schemes that exploit
the inherent structure of many parameter estimation problems and can be used to solve multiphysics
inversion problems as is demonstrated using numerical experiments motivated by geophysical imag-
ing.
Key words. Inverse problems, PDE-constrained optimization, Gauss-Newton, Full waveform
inversion, Travel time tomography, D.C resistivity, parallel computing, open-source.
AMS subject classifications. 86A22, 65M32, 35Q93, 65Y05.
1. Introduction. Many inverse problems can be formulated as parameter esti-
mation problems that involve Partial Differential Equations (PDEs) as forward prob-
lems. Problems of this kind arise in many applications. Our main focus in this
paper is geophysical imaging, where parameter estimation is used, e.g., in Direct Cur-
rent (DC) resistivity [15], electromagnetic inverse problems [21, 11], Full Waveform
Inversion (FWI) [41, 17, 29, 53, 55], history matching [14], and travel time tomogra-
phy [46, 30, 47, 31]. Structurally similar inverse problems arise in medical imaging,
e.g., in Diffuse Optical Tomography [6, 7, 43] or Electrical Impedance Tomogra-
phy [12].
In the above applications, the inverse problem consists of estimating physical
properties of an object, e.g., the electric conductivity or the seismic velocity of the
subsurface from surface measurements. Typically, data is recorded for a number of
experiments that can be characterized by the location, geometry and frequency of
the source and similar information about the receivers. The forward problems then
consist of simulating the data for a given model and involve solving the governing
PDEs for all experiments. During a typical inversion the forward problems have to
be solved several times until the estimate of the model is sufficiently accurate, thus
requiring a large number of PDE solves.
Over recent years, data collection techniques have been constantly improving and
thus inversion problems involving data from many sources, receivers and frequencies
need to be solved more commonly. When the experiments are independent of one
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another, a parallel implementation of the forward problem and, in the context of
inversion, a parallel implementation of optimization techniques is desirable. In par-
ticular, codes that scale well in the number of sources and frequencies are of major
interest.
While implementing parallel inversion codes is simple in principle, it can be hard
in practice. There are two main obstacles when attempting to implement a paral-
lel framework for inverse problem. First, from an algorithmic point of view, many
classical parallel implementations do not exploit the structure of PDE parameter
estimation problems, in which the forward problems require non-trivial amounts of
memory. Second, writing efficient parallel code required (until recently) using lower
level computing languages and was difficult to modify and work with. Recently, a new
high-level programming language, Julia, with strong focus on parallel scientific com-
putation was developed [10]. Julia enables rapid prototyping by using an expressive
syntax that is similar to MATLAB or Python. Julia includes a Just-In-Time (JIT)
compiler that produces code with similar efficiency than that of C or Fortran com-
pilers. Most importantly in our context, Julia provides easy to use tools for parallel
computing. This makes this language an excellent platform for the solution of PDE
parameter estimation problems, especially for problems that require parallelization.
In this paper we present jInv, which is a free and open source software and frame-
work that allows users to easily implement forward problems, set up inverse prob-
lems and solve them in parallel. Our toolbox also simplifies setting up and solving
multiphysics inversions in which data from different forward problems are jointly in-
verted. The software contains three main components. The first is a mesh module
that provides a set of routines for discretizing commonly used differential operators
on a regular or stretched meshes. The mesh module allows the user to experiment
with different mesh types and quickly implement different forward problems. It is
accompanied by interfaces to highly efficient direct and iterative linear solvers for the
solution of the forward problem that yield Fortran-like speed. The second key com-
ponent of jInv is an inversion module for fitting the data given a particular forward
problem. It includes commonly used options for misfit and regularization functions
as well state-of-the-art methods for constrained optimization. The third component
in this package is a module that enables parallel solution of the forward problems.
It allows for different parallelization strategies and supports various computational
architectures ranging from a multicore laptop, large shared memory servers, to het-
erogeneous platforms like cloud computing engines.
Our code is implemented and documented in Julia and our core package jInv can
be obtained under the permissive MIT license at:
https://github.com/JuliaInv/jInv.jl
Our code repository includes a growing collection of tutorials, which highlight and
explain key concepts in jInv, and inversion examples, which demonstrate how jInv is
used to solve the parameter estimation problems in DC resistivity, FWI, and travel
time tomography that are presented in this paper. The tutorials and examples consist
of code, visualization, and documentation and can be viewed online. However, they
can also be modified and executed on a local computer or online using services such as
JuliaBox1. The jInv code contains unit-tests and is automatically tested on different
operating systems and architectures. The parallel code is tested on multicore laptops,
workstations, and cloud computing platform.
There are a few alternative packages for PDE parameter estimation. Efficient and
1http://www.juliabox.org
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scalable algorithms can be created using the more general scientific computing pack-
ages PETsc [8] and Trilinos [25], and, in a more convenient way, through the Trilinos
extension for PDE constrained optimization Sundance [34]. However, those packages
are written in C/C++, require sophisticated installation and are less suitable for rapid
prototyping. An alternative is the Python-based package SimPEG [13], which is eas-
ier to install and simplifies designing of and experimenting with parameter estimation
algorithms. However, SimPEG does not provide methods for parallelization and is,
thus, most useful for solving small-scale problems. The FeniCS project [2] provides a
variety of tools for automatic solution of a wide range of PDEs. Finite element dis-
cretization of linear and nonlinear PDEs and their adjoints that can also be built using
Python. FeniCS features parallel solvers for the PDE forward problems and there is
an extension for PDE-constrained optimization [19]. However, the implementations
of the optimization algorithms described in [19] are not designed for distributed exe-
cution on a cluster. Our goal is to both allow researchers to easily explore new ideas
and develop new algorithms and enable practitioners to efficiently solve realistic large-
scale parameter estimation problems in a common framework. These two objectives
motivate our choice of the dynamic high-level programming language Julia and guide
the development of jInv. A few of the recent works that use our package and further
demonstrate its use beyond this paper include [9, 22, 24, 36, 37, 50].
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we discuss the type
of problems that can be solved using our package. In Sec. 3 we give a brief overview
on computational methods for solving inverse problems with emphasis on efficient
computations involving sensitivity matrices. Sec. 4 gives a detailed presentation of
the parallel schemes in jInv, which are the main contribution of this paper. We discuss
design choices needed to obtain efficient parallelization in PDE parameter estimation
problems and develop and compare two different approaches for parallelization. In
Sec. 5 we give a brief overview of the package structure. The potential of jInv is
demonstrated using numerical experiments in Sec. 6. Finally, in Sec. 7 we conclude
the paper and discuss future direction of research.
2. Supported forward problems. In this section, we introduce the mathemat-
ical framework and the type of forward problems that are supported in jInv. These
problems are all based on PDEs that depend on given parameters (later to be as-
sumed unknown). In the forward problem we assume that all the parameters are
known and solve the discretized PDEs in order to simulate the data. We conclude the
section with an extensive discussion on direct and iterative methods provided by jInv
for solving discretized linear PDEs.
To be more specific, let Ω ⊂ Rd denote the computational domain where the
space dimension is either d = 2 or d = 3. In this paper, we consider the discrete
inverse problem of estimating a model function m : Ω→ R from noisy measurements
dijk = (pi, ujk) + ijk, for i = 1, . . . , np, j = 1, . . . , nω, k = 1, . . . , nq, (2.1)
where the discrete measurements, dijk, are defined by the L2 inner product of the
ith receiver function pi, the field ujk and the measurement noise ijk. The receiver
functions describe the measurement devices used to take measurements of the field,
e.g., Dirac delta functions that measure the field at some points in the domain or its
boundary. The indices j and k indicate the dependence of the fields in frequency (or
potentially time) and source location. We assume that for a given model m, the fields
satisfy
F(m,ωj , ujk) = qk, (2.2)
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where we assume in this paper that F involves Partial Differential Equations (PDEs)
for ujk accompanied with some boundary conditions. The PDEs may depend on
the known frequency, ωk, and the source, qk. In this paper, we consider both the
non-linear and the linear case. In the latter case the forward model simplifies to
F(m,ωj , ujk) = A(m,ωk)ujk = qj , (2.3)
where A(·, ·) represents the PDE operator.
This setting, using the linear problem type (2.3), covers geophysical applications
such as DC resistivity [15], electromagnetic imaging [21], gravity and magnetics in-
version, FWI [41, 17, 29, 53, 55] and single phase flow in porous media, among other
problems. The travel time tomography problem [46, 30, 47, 31] is an example of a
non-linear forward problem and based on the eikonal equation. Similar applications
in medical imaging are, e.g., in Diffuse Optical Tomography [6, 7, 43] or Electrical
Impedance Tomography [12]. In the forward problem we compute d given m and in
the inverse problem we attempt to recover m given the data d, sources q1, . . . , qnq ,
receivers p1, . . . , pnp and frequencies ω1, . . . , ωnω where relevant.
In this work we demonstrate the solution of the forward, and later the inverse
problem of the following three model problems:
Example 1 (Direct Current (DC) Resistivity). DC resistivity is of major interest
in applied geophysics [35]. The model function, m, parametrizes the conductivity σ of
the subsurface. For this problem the governing equation is
∇ · (σ(m(x))∇uj(x)) = qj(x), x ∈ Ω, ∇uj(x) · ~n = 0, x ∈ ∂Ω. (2.4)
Here, uj : Ω → R is the potential field that evolves from the jth source, qj, which is
a dipole placed on the earth’s surface. A common parametrization is σ(m) = exp(m),
which ensures positivity of the conductivity and can deal with large dynamical ranges
of conductivities. Data is typically collected on the surface as well and is a difference
between the potential field uj at two points. The goal of the inverse problem is to
recover m from surface measurements of the potential difference field d ∈ Rnp×nq .
A second example that we use is the seismic full waveform inversion.
Example 2 (Full Waveform Inversion (FWI)). Full waveform inversion is used
for the evaluation of the velocity of wave propagation in the earth. For this problem
(in frequency domain), the governing equation is the Helmholtz equation
∇ · (ρ(x)−1∇ujk(x)) + ω2k (1 + ıγ(x))m(x)ujk(x) = qj(x), x ∈ Ω,
∇ujk(x) · ~n = 0, x ∈ ∂Ω.
(2.5)
Here, ρ : Ω→ R is the density, and ujk : Ω→ C is the pressure field that evolves from
the jth source qj, and the kth frequency, ωk. Here, the model m is the compressibility
of the subsurface. The attenuation γ : Ω → R is assumed to be known and is also
used to suppress artificial reflections from the boundary of the computational domain
using an absorbing layer [32]. Data measurements are typically collected on the earth’s
surface and in boreholes and the goal of the inverse problem is to recover m given the
measurements of d on the surface.
As a third example, we consider travel time tomography that involves the eikonal
equation and thus leads to a non-linear PDE constraint in (2.2).
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Example 3 (Travel Time Tomography). Similarly to FWI, travel time tomog-
raphy is also used to evaluate of the velocity of wave propagation in the earth. It is
a simplified model of the wave propagation that considers only the first arrival time
of the seismic waves. In comparison, FWI also includes reflections of the waves from
different ground layers. In this paper, we consider the eikonal equation as a forward
problem
|∇uj(x)|2 = m(x), x ∈ Ω, uj(xj) = 0. (2.6)
Here, | · | is the Euclidean norm in Rd, uj : Ω → R is the arrival time of the first
wave that evolves from the jth source qj that is located at xj ∈ Ω, and the model m is
the same compressibility parameter as in (2.5), also known as the squared slowness.
The first arrival time of the wave is typically extracted from the waveform data used
in FWI. The goal of the inversion is to recover a rough estimate of m given the
measurements of d ∈ Rnp×ns . Compared to FWI, travel time tomography is much
easier computationally and in some cases it may also be more robust in terms of the
obtained recovery.
jInv provides numerical methods for evaluating the forward models on stretched
tensor meshes. In the remainder of the paper, m ∈ RNm denotes a discretization of
the model function m on a d-dimensional tensor mesh with Nm cells. For simplicity,
let us consider the computation of dijk for some fixed indices i, j, and k. The field ujk
and its corresponding source qj are discretized on a tensor mesh with Njk cells and
are denoted by ujk and qj , respectively. Each discrete field ujk satisfies a discrete
version of (2.2), i.e.,
Fjk(m,ujk;ωk) = qj , (2.7)
where Fjk : R
Nm ×RNjk → RNjk is assumed to be continuously differentiable in its
first two arguments. The case when Nm 6= Njk, also known as mesh decoupling, allows
the user to employ, e.g., a coarse discretization of the fields and a fine discretization
of the model; see [23] for more details and Sec. 6.2 for an example. Assuming that the
discrete problem has a unique solution for the models of interest, we denote ujk(m).
jInv provides several options for solving (2.7) given a model m. For example, for
the DC resistivity problem, (2.7) is linear in u and reads
Fj(m,uj(m)) = Aj(m)uj(m) = qj ⇒ uj(m) = Aj(m)−1qj , (2.8)
where Aj(m) ∈ RNj×Nj is a sparse and symmetric positive definite matrix obtained
from a mimetic finite volume discretization of (2.4). The choice of an effective solver
for this linear system of equations depends on the problem size and computational
resources.
2.1. Solvers for linear forward problems. The solver for linear systems is a
modular component in jInv, where we provide several options using a single interface.
This interface can be used with a shared memory version of the sparse direct solver
MUMPS [3], compiled with metis [28] as re-ordering scheme, via the Julia package
MUMPS.jl. Another direct solver that is interfaced in our package is [44], via the
Julia package Pardiso.jl. These options are most suitable for 2D or relatively small
3D problems. The same interface is also used for iterative Krylov solvers, such as
(Preconditioned) Conjugate Gradient (PCG) [26] and Biconjugate gradient stabilized
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(BiCGSTAB) [52]. We support both the standard and block versions of these meth-
ods [39, 16], via the package KrylovMethods.jl. The block versions are especially
important for exploiting the shared-memory parallelism of the machine, via paral-
lelized sparse matrix times dense matrix product, which is implemented in Fortran
using OpenMP in the package ParSpMatVec.jl. In addition, we use level-3 BLAS
routines available in Julia for parallelizing the dense matrix products.
When using iterative methods, the choice of an effective preconditioner is key since
many linear solves with relatively high accuracy are required. In jInv, we use Symmet-
ric Successive Over-relaxation (SSOR) [42] by default as this is a generic choice for
many problems. Alternatively, we provide in jInv some more sophisticated multigrid
preconditioners given in the package Multigrid.jl. These can be incorporated as
block preconditioners with the block Krylov methods mentioned above for multiple
right-hand-sides (in addition to standard preconditioning). Similarly to before, this
is important for exploiting shared memory parallelism in the multigrid relaxations
(sparse matrix-matrix products) and direct solution of the coarsest grid problem.
For the DC resistivity forward problem we use an implementation of the Smoothed
Aggregation algebraic multigrid algorithm described in [51], which can solve the lin-
ear system (2.4) for a highly heterogenous conductivity σ. Using PCG with this
preconditioner, we achieve mesh-independent convergence for this problem. Since the
preconditioner is algebraic, in principle this combination can solve the problem for
any mesh. For the Helmholtz linear system in (2.5), we have implemented a variant
of the shifted Laplacian preconditioner [18, 40, 1] using a geometric multigrid frame-
work on a regular grid. This problem is considered harder than the previous one, as
it is indefinite. We note that the user can easily extend the linear solvers module by
interfacing other solvers.
3. Computational methods for inversion. This section briefly discusses the
key components that we use for solving the PDE parameter estimation problems
introduced in the previous section. Particular emphasis is given to computing sensi-
tivities, but we also review common choices for misfit functionals, regularization, and
numerical optimization that are implemented in jInv. The interested reader is referred
to [20] for a detailed discussion.
To estimate the model m given the data d, we form and solve the reduced opti-
mization problem2
min
m
1
2
∑
ijk
φ((pi,ujk(m)),dijk,wijk)+αR(m) subject to mL ≤m ≤mH, (3.1)
where ujk(m) are the fields that satisfy (2.7) or (2.8). Here, wijk ∈ R+ are weights
that corresponds to the inverse standard deviation of each datum, φ is a misfit func-
tion, R(m) is a regularization function, and mL ∈ RNm and mH ∈ RNm are lower
and upper bounds on the model, respectively. For the misfit functions φ we consider
either a weighted `2-norm, or a smooth approximation of the `1-norm. In addition,
we provide a smoothing and total variation regularizers [54]. The regularization pa-
rameter α ≥ 0 balances between minimizing the misfit functional and the regularizer
and must be chosen by the user.
2In this paper we refer to the reduced optimization problem where ujk is defined as a function
of m, ujk(m). The original PDE-constrained optimization problem includes a minimization over m
and all the fields ujk, with (2.7) as constraints.
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Since the problems that are considered here are nonlinear (in the model), a key
ingredient of efficient inversion algorithms is computing the sensitivity matrix (or
Jacobian), Jjk(m) ∈ RNjk×Nm , that describes the change of the field with respect to
small perturbations of the model. To be precise, for any small perturbation δm ∈ RNm
the sensitivity matrix Jjk satisfies
ujk(m+ δm) ≈ ujk(m) + Jjk(m)δm+O(‖δm‖2). (3.2)
The sensitivity matrix is derived by differentiating both sides of the discretized forward
problem (2.7) with respect to m, which yields
0 = ∇m (Fjk(m,ujk(m))) = ∇mFjk(m,ujk) +∇ujkFjk(m,ujk)Jjk(m)
and assuming that ∇ujkFjk(m,ujk) is invertible we obtain
Jjk(m) = −
(∇ujkFjk(m,ujk))−1 ∇mFjk(m,ujk). (3.3)
In the special case of (2.8), the sensitivity is given by
Jjk(m) = −Aj(m)−1 ∇m (Aj(m)ujk) .
It is important to note that while the sensitivity matrix is generally dense, its
product (or the product of its adjoint) with a vector can be computed by solving
a (linearized) forward problem (or its adjoint), respectively. By default, sensitivity
matrices are not build explicitly in jInv to save computation time and memory. In-
stead, methods for computing matrix-vector products Jjk(m)v and Jjk(m)
>w are
provided. Depending on the linear solver being used, temporary results such as fields,
factorizations or preconditioners are stored and re-used to speed up computations
involving the sensitivity matrix. Computing the sensitivities for nonlinear PDE for-
ward problems is along the same lines. For the travel time tomography problem see,
e.g., [49].
The bound-constrained optimization problem (3.1) is solved using the projected
Gauss-Newton method also described in [21]. In each iteration, the approxima-
tion (3.2) is placed in (3.1) for ujk, resulting in a convex quadratic objective for
δm. On the active set, the update δm is computed by projected steepest descent and
on the inactive set by computing a Gauss-Newton update using a projected Precon-
ditioned Conjugate Gradient (PCG) method; see [38]. Note that each iteration of the
projected PCG method requires one matrix vector multiplication with the sensitivity
matrix and one with its transpose for each source and frequency, which sums up to
2 · nq · nω PDE solves. Note that the model and thus the PDE coefficients do not
change within each Gauss-Newton iteration and thus temporary results from the PDE
solves can be re-used to accelerate the inner solve; see also remark below. A projected
Armijo backtracking is used as a line search criteria.
Remark 1. In addition to the current model, m, computations with the sensi-
tivity matrix also require the corresponding fields ujk as can be seen in (3.3). Storing
the fields in memory can reduce runtime considerably, however, it can be prohibitively
memory-consuming in large-scale inversions with a large number of sources and fre-
quencies. In our code, we keep the fields in memory with a low precision by default
(using 32-bit single precision, for example). Furthermore, we have the option to write
the fields to disk and use them in small batches of sources. Because the results of ap-
plying the sensitivity involve a sum over all frequencies and sources, having the fields
in batches is manageable in memory, and we are able to treat multiple sources and
frequencies. The fields are compressed using the HDF5 format [48], which is also used
in MATLAB and is available in Julia using the package MAT.jl.
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4. Parallel PDE parameter estimation. jInv provides different ways to use
parallel computing to accelerate solving the optimization problem (3.1). In practice,
the choice of a successful parallelization strategy depends on many factors related to
the experimental setup and the available computational resources. Thus, a key goal
of jInv is to provide flexibility to the user to pick or mix different strategies. In this
section we discuss a number of options to parallelize the problem, their advantages
and limitations as well as possible use cases.
Typically, the main computational bottleneck in PDE parameter estimation prob-
lems is solving the forward problems which requires numerical solution to many PDEs.
Thus, a straightforward way to reduce computation times is to use a state-of-the-art
parallel PDE solvers. For example, if the governing PDE is linear, parallelized di-
rect methods can be used for factorizing the discretized PDEs (2.8). As described in
Sec. 2.1, we provide a wrapper to the highly efficient sparse solvers MUMPS [3] and
Pardiso [44] with shared memory parallelization. This option is attractive, e.g., when
the same mesh and frequency is used to solve all forward problems and the size of the
linear system is small enough given the available memory or disk space. A key benefit
is that, once the factorization is available, matrix-vector products with the sensitivity
matrix can be computed relatively cheaply. Direct solvers can be prohibitively expen-
sive, e.g., when using a very fine discretization of the forward problems or when using
mesh decoupling. In this case, iterative methods are often preferred, and to exploit
shared memory parallelism we provide a library for parallelized sparse matrix vector
products; see also Sec. 2.1. However, there are cases were the PDE solver cannot
easily be parallelized, e.g., in travel time tomography; see Example 3.
In addition to using parallel PDE solvers, we can exploit the fact that the terms
in the misfit function in (3.1) can be divided into small batches that can be computed
independently. In fact, most geophysical experiments are involved with multiple and
potentially many sources and frequencies, often, a massive number of them. Thus,
parallelization is possible by simulating PDEs associated with different sources, re-
ceivers, or frequencies in parallel. While this may appear to be trivial in principle,
it is more complex in practice and requires some careful design of the inversion soft-
ware as well as the discretization of the forward problem. While in principle all PDE
simulations can be evaluated independently, we might still want to group some of the
problems together to gain efficiency. For example, when using a direct linear solver,
the main cost is factorizing A(m, ωk) for each frequency. Thus, it might be bene-
ficial to group all source, receiver, frequency combinations by their frequencies and
parallelize over different frequencies. More sophisticated strategies require the design
of different meshes for every source-receiver combination; see [23] for details. jInv
supports all these different designs and allows the user to change the parallelization
strategy based on the problem at hand.
In the remainder of this section, we describe two options for asynchronous parallel
solution of the forward problems. First, we describe an on-the-fly parallelization
with dynamic scheduling that aims at minimizing latencies. Second, we describe a
distributed memory version that reduces communication costs. The latter case uses
a static assignment of problems to workers, i.e., the forward problems are distributed
among the workers a priori and the assignment is then being kept fixed. Finally,
we present our parallel optimization method that supports both dynamic and static
scheduling. In the following, we assume that the forward problems are divided into
a nb smaller batches and that, without loss of generality, nb is greater or equal than
the number of available workers denoted by nW .
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Algorithm 1 Dynamic Scheduling for Computing Forward Problems
create list of batches J = [1, 2, . . . , nb]
for k = 1, . . . , nW (asynchronously and in parallel) do
while J is not empty do
draw first element j from J and remove it from J
send data for jth batch of forward problems to worker k
worker solves PDEs and computes data
when done: main process fetches simulated data and fields
end while
end for
4.1. Dynamic scheduling for asynchronous computation of the forward
problems. Let us begin with the most common approach for solving the forward
problems in (3.1) in parallel. This approach is similar techniques used for solving
multi-stage stochastic programming problems, e.g., in two-stage linear programming
[33] and in power grid optimization using Julia [27].
In order to solve the forward problems asynchronously, we send the model and
one batch of forward problems to each available workers. Then each worker solves its
respective forward problem locally and communicates the result to the main process.
The main process then sends the next available batch to this worker until all batches
have been assigned. Thereby the number of idle processors is kept to a minimum.
The dynamic scheduling approach for computing the misfit reads is summarized in
Alg. 1.
There are some obvious advantages to this approach. First, it is simple to imple-
ment. Second, it can be efficient if sending forward problems to workers and retrieving
their results does not involve a lot of communication. However, in contrast to many
other distributed optimization problems, computing the forward problems in our case
often requires a non negligible amount of data such as sources, receivers, and meshes.
When using dynamic scheduling we keep sending forward problems to a respective
worker, which causes significant amount of communication. The amount of communi-
cation can be decreased by re-computation of different quantities whenever they are
called, however, this may slow down the process significantly and make the approach
non-competitive.
4.2. Static scheduling for asynchronous computation of the forward
problems. An alternative approach, aimed at reducing communication costs, is to
distribute the forward problems to the workers once and then communicate the current
model only. This is done in two stages. First, the forward problem data is distributed
among all available workers and each worker prepares the problems, e.g., by building
PDE operators; see Alg. 2. This step is performed asynchronously and a dynamic
strategy similar to Alg. 1 is used to map problems to workers. After this setup phase,
the misfit can be computed asynchronously and in parallel; see Alg. 3. Computing the
misfit requires only the communication of the current model from the main processor
to the workers. By default, the computed data and fields are not sent back to the
main process, but a remote reference is provided.
The static assignment is attractive as it reduces the amount of communication
by avoiding sending forward problems and data to different workers when the model
is updated and new data needs to be simulated. However, latency times might be
greater as compared to dynamic scheduling if the initial assignment does not properly
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Algorithm 2 Static parallelization - Step 1: distributing forward problems
create list of batches J = [1, 2, . . . , nb]
for k = 1, . . . , nW (asynchronously and in parallel) do
while J is not empty do
draw and remove first element j from J . Set Mj = k
send data for jth batch of forward problems to worker k
worker k prepares differential operators
when done: leave updated forward parameters on worker and continue
end while
end for
Output the map M that maps forward problems to processors for further use.
Algorithm 3 Static parallelization - Step 2: computing the forward problems
send current model, m, to all processors (asynchronously)
for k = 1, . . . , nW (asynchronously and in parallel) do
for j = 1, . . . , nb (loop over all batches) do
if Mj is equal to k (jth batch is stored on worker k) then
worker k solves PDEs and computes data
when done: return remote reference to simulated data and fields
end if
end for
end for
balance the computation between the workers.
The choice of static versus dynamic implementation is highly problem and system
dependent. In some cases, where communication is very fast or when the memory is
shared, the dynamic allocation can perform better than the static one. On the other
hand, we have found that for most problems of interest, where the amount of data to
be transferred is non-trivial and communication between main process and workers is
slow, the static implementation can yield faster results. jInv supports both modes of
computation and allows the user to choose the approach that best fits the problem at
hand.
4.3. Parallel Gauss-Newton. With a parallel method for solving the forward
problems at hand we can evaluate the objective function and its gradient in parallel.
Thus, deriving a parallel first-order optimization method is straightforward.
In our experience, however, first-order methods converge slowly and thus lead
to a considerably greater number of function evaluations (and thus PDE solves).
We therefore favor a projected Gauss-Newton method since it typically needs fewer
iterations, and enables us to save the computation time of the sensitivity by reusing
the temporary results (factorizations and preconditioners) obtained for evaluating the
misfit. Storing the fields and these temporary results from the PDE simulations can
dramatically reduce the cost of the sensitivity computations, which dominate the cost
of the Gauss-Newton algorithm. Similar approaches have been used, e.g., in in [17, 23].
We compute the Gauss-Newton search direction using a matrix-free projected
PCG. The individual terms of the gradient and the Hessian are computed in parallel
across all workers according to the specified scheduling. Each worker computes its
terms of the Hessian matrix vector product and communicates only the aggregated
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result. In order to avoid unnecessary computations and extensive communication be-
tween the workers, the temporary results obtained in the misfit calculation for solving
a forward problem i need to be readily available on the specific remote worker that is
scheduled to solve the problem i in the sensitivity calculation. This rule is naturally
preserved when using the static scheduling in Algorithms 2-3, since the assignment of
problems to workers is fixed. However, the rule is not preserved in the case of dynamic
scheduling, as the assignment of the forward problems to workers can change between
one sensitivity calculation to the next. In this case, in our implementation we keep the
rule by fixing the assignment of forward problems to workers within a Gauss-Newton
iteration after evaluating the misfit function. Thus, intermediate results are stored at
the respective workers to accelerate Hessian matrix vector products. The assignment
is re-computed in next misfit calculation in the line search procedure after obtaining
the Gauss-Newton direction.
5. Package structure. This section outlines the main structure of jInv and lists
additional resources. Detailed up-to-date instructions about installing and using jInv
can be found on its Github web-page.
Following the common practice of Julia programming, the jInv code is represented
as a module with six submodules. Roughly speaking, a module in Julia is a collection
of code that defines its own namespace, which helps prevent conflicts at run time. A
submodule is a module inside a module and can be loaded individually. In jInv we
think about submodules as individual building blocks that can be combined as needed
to solve real-world problems. To enforce a clear structure we organize each module
in a separate folder, and try to minimize the dependency between the modules. jInv
consists of the following submodules:
• Mesh - regular and stretched mesh as well as discretization of commonly used
differential and integral operators on these meshes. This abstract interface
allows the user to easily test different discretization strategies and even use
different meshes for each batch of forward problems.
• LinearSolvers - provides an interface for solving linear PDEs such as (2.3),
as described in Sec. 2.1.
• InverseSolve - provides type used to represent the misfit and other inversion
parameters. Also provides methods for solving the inverse problems such as
misfit functions, regularization, model functions, and optimization; see (3.1).
• ForwardShare - methods for parallel evaluation of forward problems. User-
defined forward problems that respect the structure defined here, can auto-
matically benefit from our parallelization options.
• Vis - functions for visualization and plotting.
• Utils - some helper functions and testing routines.
All our modules declare their dependencies, provide documentation, and automatic
testing. Our code repository contains interactive tutorials and inversion examples.
The implementation of the three examples of inverse problems in Section 6 are given
in the packages DivSigGrad.jl, FWI.jl, and EikonalInv.jl.
6. Numerical experiments. In this section we demonstrate the capabilities of
jInv for solving the example inverse problems presented in Section 2. In addition, we
show some scalability tests for typical usage scenarios of the package. An advantage
of using Julia is the cross-platform support. While our code supports standalone
computers or laptops as well, this section focusses on the parallel efficiency of the
code. We use the current stable release version of Julia 0.4.6 that is accessed via
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Github and compiled on each system. Tests are performed using three different test
platforms.
Laptop: Standard laptop computer running Windows 10 64bit OS, with Intel core-i7
2.8 GHz CPU with 4 cores and 32 GB of RAM.
Shared memory computer: Larger workstation operating Ubuntu 14.04 with 2 × Intel
Xeon E5-2670 v3 2.3 GHz CPUs using 12 cores each, and a total of 128 GB
of RAM. Julia is installed and compiled using Intel Math Kernel Library
(MKL).
Cloud computing engine: We use the Amazon EC2 cloud computing engine. A cus-
tomized Amazon Machine Image (AMI) containing Julia and all modules
required by jInv was created based on the Ubuntu server volume. Instances
are launched on demand and a machine file is used to connect Julia instances.
For the experiments below, we use the c4.large machine with two virtual
CPUs and working memory of 3.75GB.
6.1. 3D FWI survey. We consider a synthetic Full Waveform Inversion (FWI)
example using the 3D SEG/EAGE model [4] as a ground truth model for the seismic
wave velocity of the subsurface. The model, presented in Fig. 6.2(a), contains a
salt dome in which the velocity is significantly higher than in the background. The
velocity ranges from around 1.5 km/sec to around 4.8 km/sec. The domain size is
13.5 km × 13.5 km × 4.2 km. The domain of interest is divided into 145 × 145 × 70
equally sized mesh cells of approximate size of 93 m× 93 m× 60 m. To populate part
of the absorbing boundary layer necessary for the forward problem in (2.5) we add
a 10-point padding for each boundary surface of the grid (except the free surface),
resulting in a 165 × 165 × 80 grid for the forward and inverse problems. We use a
constant density ρ = 1, and use the frequencies fi = {0.5, 0.75, 1.25, 1.75} Hz, and
set ωi = 2pifi in (2.5). We use 81 sources that are arranged on a 9 × 9 grid located
at the center of the free surface, where the distance between each source is 1.488 km.
The waveform data is given at 16,641 receivers that are arranged on a 129× 129 grid
located at the center of the free surface, distanced 93 m from each other. The data
di ∈ C16,641×81 is simulated on the same mesh for each frequency fi.
For the inversion, we apply a frequency continuation strategy, where we initially
apply the Gauss-Newton algorithm for the lowest frequency 0.5 Hz, and gradually
add higher and higher frequency data to the inversion. We use a single worker for the
inversion, applying the direct method MUMPS to solve the forward problems (2.5).
We also observe similar results using multiple workers and BiCGSTAB with a shifted
Laplacian multigrid preconditioner. In order to be able to simultaneously hold the
factorization of the matrices in memory, we apply the continuation in batches of two
consecutive frequencies at the time, and cycle through all the frequencies twice. Fur-
thermore, when handling each frequency, the worker solves the Helmholtz systems for
all the sources in batches of only 27 sources at the time, using the same factoriza-
tion, to further reduce the memory footprint (the fields, which are necessary for the
sensitivities, are saved to the disk). The batches of the solutions are accumulated for
calculating the sensitivities. When inverting for each pair of frequencies, we apply
10 Gauss-Newton iterations with 9 projected PCG iterations in each. To enforce a
smooth reconstruction, a diffusion regularizer is added. The regularization parameter
was chosen very small, i.e., α = 10−10, but the Hessian of the regularizer is used as a
preconditioner, so the number of projected PCG iterations essentially takes the role
of a regularization parameter. Lower and upper bounds of 1.5 and 4.5 km/sec on the
velocity model are chosen such that reconstructed model is physically plausible.
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Fig. 6.1. Convergence history for 3D Full Waveform Inversion (FWI) example. Columns
represent the steps of the frequency continuation strategy. The first row shows the value of the
objective function and the second row shows the norm of the projected gradient at each projected
Gauss-Newton-CG iteration (black circles represent first cycle and blue squares represent second
cycle if performed).
The convergence history for the frequency continuation scheme is given in Fig. 6.1
and the FWI reconstruction is visualized in Fig. 6.2(c). In each projected Gauss-
Newton iteration, the maximum number of 9 projected PCG iterations is performed
and the step size of one satisfies the Armijo line search condition. In the final itera-
tion the bound constraints are active in 5,882 voxels (roughly 0.25% of voxels). As
to be expected, given the low frequency data, it shows a blurred version of the true
model. Including data that corresponds to higher frequencies will enable a sharper
reconstruction, but will also require a finer mesh, which is much more expensive to
process. This inversion took about three days of computations using the shared mem-
ory computer described above. We note that the data in this experiment corresponds
to relatively low frequencies, which are often not available in real life experiments. In
the absence of those frequencies, a good smooth initial model needs to be provided
for the inversion. Generating the smooth model may be done using other techniques
or inverse problems, like those shown in the next section, but is generally an open
question and beyond the scope of this paper. For a more detailed discussion about
handling FWI in the absence of low-frequency data, see [50].
6.2. Joint travel time and DC-resistivity survey. In this example, we
demonstrate jInv’s potential for solving multiphysics inverse problems in one common
framework and using different parallel computing schemes. In reservoir exploration,
e.g., different physical properties of rocks are commonly considered to identify the
true rock type—this field is called petrophysics [45, 5]. Here we wish to illustrate
such an integration in a joint inverse problem that includes both seismic and electro-
magnetic data. To this end, we consider the problem of jointly fitting travel time and
DC-resistivity data for enhancing the quality of the reconstruction. We again consider
a synthetic example for reconstructing the 3D SEG/EAGE model in Fig. 6.2(a). This
time, the domain is divided into a coarser 64× 64× 32 equally sized mesh cells of size
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(a) The SEG/EAGE velocity model. (b) The starting linear model.
(c) The FWI reconstruction.
Fig. 6.2. Experimental setting for 3D full waveform inversion. Velocity units are in km/sec.
211 m× 211 m× 131 m each.
Experimental setting. For the DC resistivity problem we use 16 dipole sources
in both the x1 and x2 directions. The sources are placed on the top surface of
the 3D volume and arranged on a 4 × 4 grid localized in the center of the domain.
The spacing between the sources is around 840 m, and the length of each source is
around 10.1 km. For each source, the resulting potential field is measured using dipole
receivers placed on the top surface with of approximate length 840 m. In both the x1
and x2 direction 841 receivers are placed on a 29 × 29 grid. Generally, the relation
between the wave velocity and the ground conductivity may vary from site to site.
Here, we assume a relation that generates a conductivity ratio contrast of about 10
between the conductivity of the salt body and the rest of the ground. Mathematically
we use the function
σ(m) =
(
2− mc
) (
b−a
2 · (tanh(10 · (c−m)) + 1) + a
)
, (6.1)
where m is the velocity, a and b are the conductivity values, set to 0.1 and 1.0
respectively, and c = 3.0 is the velocity in which the contrast is centered. σ(m) is also
illustrated in Fig. 6.3(a). To accelerate computations, a coarser mesh consisting of
32× 32× 16 cells of size around 420 m× 420 m× 260 m is used to simulate the fields.
To generate the data d ∈ R1682×32 we use the true model and σ(m) in (6.1), and add
Gaussian white i.i.d noise with standard deviation 0.01 · d¯, where d¯ denotes the mean
of the true data.
For the travel time tomography we use 36 sources that are spaced equidistantly
2.11 km apart from each other on the top surface, and arranged on a 6× 6 grid. The
travel time is recorded using 3, 481 receivers on the top surface that are placed 211 m
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Fig. 6.3. The mapping from velocity to conductivity given by (6.1).
of each other on a 59 × 59 grid. The same 64 × 64 × 32 mesh as for the inversion is
used to simulate the data, which is done using the fast marching method for the true
velocity model (converted to squared slowness). Following that, white Gaussian i.i.d
noise with standard deviation of 0.01 · d¯ is added to the data.
Inversion parameters and parallelization settings. For all the experiments we used
10 iterations of the projected Gauss-Newton with at most 8 projected CG iterations in
each step, starting from the same linear reference model shown in Fig. 6.2(b). Similar
to the FWI experiment, we enforce a smooth reconstruction by a diffusion regularizer.
Again, we choose a very small regularization parameter and use the Hessian of the
regularizer as a preconditioner. We also use the same lower and upper bounds on the
velocity model to keep the model physical.
Because of the different nature of the problems, we use different parallelization
techniques for solving the two discretized PDEs. To solve the linear system (2.4),
we apply MUMPS using a shared-memory parallelization on a single Julia worker.
We store the factorization in each Gauss-Newton iteration to speed up the sensitivity
matrix-vector products. All DC sources are treated on that worker, and the forward
problems are solved on a coarse 32×32×16 mesh. For the travel time inversion, equal
batches of sources are distributed among all available workers (8), and all batches
of forward problems are solved (one-by-one) in parallel using a 64 × 64 × 32 mesh.
The parallelization setting is as such because of the sequential nature (and code) of
the Fast Marching method; see [49] for details. While the setting for each of those
problems separately is simple in principle, the setting of the joint problem is more
complicated, since these are completely different parallelization scenarios. Thanks to
the abstraction in jInv, setting this up requires only to add all misfit problems into
one array. A similar setting was also used in the joint inversion of FWI and travel
time tomography in [50].
Reconstructions. In all the experiments, the reconstructed model fits the observed
data that is taken into account in the inversion up to the noise level. In all cases
the projected Gauss-Newton method reduces the objective function value by at least
one order of magnitude as can be seen in the convergence history in Fig. 6.5. For
all methods, exactly one line search step per iteration is needed and the number of
projected PCG iterations is between 3 and 10 (average is around 8). The inversion
result using only the DC resistivity data is shown in Fig. 6.4(a). It can be seen that the
DC data contains information about the location of the salt dome, however, there is
a significant error in the value of the reconstructed velocity. The reconstruction using
only the travel time data is shown in Fig. 6.4(b). It can be seen that the reconstruction
contains accurate information about the location of the top surface of the salt dome
as well as the absolute value of the velocity. However, the reconstruction does not
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(a) DC resistivity inversion (b) Travel time inversion (c) Joint DC resistivity and
travel time inversion
Fig. 6.4. Results of 3D multiphysics inversion using DC resistivity and travel time tomography
data. Starting guess (top left) and reconstructions of the model for different data is visualized using
orthogonal slices. Using the DC resistivity data, the reconstruction captures the overall shape of the
salt reservoir, but intensity values are inaccurate; compare Fig 6.4(a) to Fig. 6.2(a). Travel time
tomography provides more accurate estimate of intensity, but does not provide spatial localization;
see Fig. 6.4(b). The joint reconstruction (bottom right) combines the advantages of both modalities.
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Fig. 6.5. Convergence history for the DC Resistivity, travel time tomography, and joint inver-
sion example (column-wise). For each iteration of the projected Gauss-Newton method, the value of
the objective function (first row) and the norm of the projected gradient (second row) are shown.
provide accurate information about the bottom of the salt dome, which is smoothed
due to the regularization. By jointly inverting the two problems we aim to combine
the benefits of both modalities, and indeed this is achieved in our experiment whose
result appears in Fig. 6.4(c). The shape of the salt body is well-captured thanks for the
DC data, and the value for the velocity is more accurate than in the DC experiment,
thanks for the travel time experiment. In terms of timings, the DC inversion alone
took about 4 minutes, the travel time inversion took about 11 minutes, and the joint
inversion took about 13 minutes. These experiments were performed using the laptop
whose specification was mentioned earlier.
6.3. Weak scaling tests for forward problems. Practical solutions of inverse
problems need to consider problems where the number of sources frequencies and
receivers grow. Therefore, a relevant scalability test is to examine the behavior of
the code as the number of forward problems increase. Here we evaluate the parallel
efficiency of the static scheduling approach to computing forward problem described
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in Sec. 4.2 by means of a weak scaling test. In this test we time the evaluation of the
forward problems for different numbers of workers, while keeping the workload per
worker constant. The parallel efficiency is computed as
efficiency(n) =
t(1)
t(n)
· 100, (6.2)
where t(n) is the runtime measured using n workers.
We consider the travel time tomography and DC resistivity problem described
in the previous section. As mentioned above, jInv supports various platforms and
settings. Here we give two examples on a shared memory computer and a cloud
computing engine.
On the shared memory machine, we use the travel time tomography example since
it is purely written in Julia and features a good ratio between memory access and
computations. We use a mesh size of 128×128×64 to discretize the forward problem
and solve a batch of 8 sources per worker. We increase the number of workers from
1 to 24 and measure the efficiency using (6.2). The same batch of sources is solved
on all workers in this experiment and so the largest experiment involves 192 sources.
The experiment is repeated five times and the average runtime is shown in the left
subplot of Fig. 6.6. The ideal efficiency of 100%, corresponding to constant runtime, is
indicated by a dashed line. The shortest average runtime of 20.7 sec is observed using
two workers and 16 sources. When increasing the number of workers, the runtime
increases up to 27.89 seconds which corresponds to a weak scaling efficiency of around
74%. This means that the time per source decreases from around 2.5 seconds using 1
worker to 0.14 seconds using 24 workers.
Scalability on the cloud computing engine is demonstrated using the DC resistivity
problem. Here, we use a relatively coarse mesh with 48× 48× 24 cells for discretizing
the forward problems in order to speed up computations. We use the same 10 dipole
sources per worker. One main process is used to handle the communication and the
number of workers is increased from 1 to 49. We test two iterative solvers, Jacobi PCG
and block Jacobi PCG, as well as the direct solver MUMPS. As before, the parallel
efficiency is computing using (6.2) and plotted for a growing number of workers in
the right subfigure of Fig. 6.6. The experiment is repeated five times and the average
runtime is reported. An almost perfect weak scaling is observed and the minimum
observed efficiency across all experiments is around 93%.
6.4. Strong scaling test for iterative linear solver. In some cases, one re-
quires a large mesh for discretizing the forward problems, and solve for many sources
on this mesh. For such problems direct methods can be prohibitively expensive or
memory consuming and iterative methods become attractive. Here we test the be-
havior of our package for the solution of a problem on a large mesh where the number
of sources (right hand sides) is fixed and the number of cores increases. We thus
demonstrate the strong scalability of the forward problem computations. As an ex-
ample, we consider the block conjugate gradient solver preconditioned with smoothed
aggregation algebraic multigrid for the DC resistivity problem. We use a mesh with
256 × 256 × 128 cells and we use 72 sources. As preconditioner, we apply a V(2,2)
cycle with four levels, and use a shared memory version of MUMPS as a coarsest grid
solver (the coarsest grid operator has 1723 unknowns).
Using the shared memory machine, we increase the number of threads assigned
to Julia from 1 to 16, solve all forward problems, and measure the runtime. The
runtime decreases from around 1, 995 seconds using one thread to 358 seconds using
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Fig. 6.6. Weak scaling tests for travel time tomography (left) and DC resistivity (right) forward
problem. For the travel time tomography a shared memory machine with x physical and y virtual
processors is used. For the DC resistivity problem a cloud computing engine is used. The ideal
efficiency of 100% is indicated by a dashed line.
number of threads average runtime speedup
1 1,994.3 1
2 1,379.3 1.45
4 826.3 2.41
8 532.0 3.74
12 387.9 5.14
16 357.9 5.57
Table 6.1
Strong scaling test for multigrid preconditioned block PCG solver using a 3D DC resistivity
example with 72 sources and a regular mesh with 256× 256× 128 cells.
16 threads, which is approximately a 5.5x speedup. More detailed runtimes can be
seen in Table 6.1.
7. Conclusions. This paper presents jInv, a new open source software package
for PDE parameter estimation written in Julia. At its core lie meshing tools that can
be used to rapidly prototype inversion algorithm and experiment with different meshes
and wrappers to efficient direct and iterative linear solvers. Further, it provides several
options for misfit functions, regularizers and state-of-the-art methods for numerical
optimization. Another key feature of jInv is the built-in parallelization that allow the
user to easily solve inverse problems with many sources or frequencies in parallel. jInv
is highly modular and thus can be easily extended to solve new applications or develop
and compare inversion methods. Being written in a high-level language, jInv’s source
code is easy to read, modify, and extend. Due to Julia’s Just-In-Time compiler we
found that jInv performs similar to highly optimized low-level code.
A main feature of jInv are the provided tools to parallelize the inversion that
can be applied across different computational architectures. It may seem that the
problem (3.1) is embarrassingly simple to solve in parallel because it involves a sum
of functions. However, a naive approach for parallelizing this solution typically re-
quires significant data transfer between the workers. Each term of the misfit involves
discretized PDE operators, sources, receivers, and gives rise to temporary results
such as fields, preconditioners, or matrix factorizations that are often prohibitively
expensive to communicate or even store on a single worker. Therefore, we present
two parallelization strategies using dynamic and static scheduling. Depending on the
computational architecture, both schemes have their merits. Dynamic scheduling is
attractive when communication costs are low (due to good bandwidth or light-weight
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problem description) whereas the static assignment keeps communication costs to a
minimum and balances the memory requirement across the workers. Weak and strong
scaling tests show the effectiveness of the parallelization on different computational
architectures.
jInv is easy to install and the code is tested and used across different operating
systems and computational platforms. The code is divided into several modules that
can be combined and extended to tackle real-world problems. For example, it is
relatively straightforward to use jInvs parallelization methods to solve problems not
covered in this paper. To this end, the user is only required to provide a data structure
defining the forward problem, a solver for the forward problems as well as methods
for computing matrix vector products with the sensitivity matrices. Parallelizing
over sources or frequencies is then possible, e.g., by stacking a number of problems
into a vector. Therefore, we hope that our work will benefit other applications of
PDE parameter estimation problems with many frequencies or sources such as hyper
spectral DOT [43]. On our website, we provide two tutorials that explain how to
construct a new forward problem and use the parallelization.
Another benefit of developing a common framework for inverting data of different
modalities are simplifications of joint reconstructions that aim at extracting com-
plementary information about the model. While multiphysics reconstructions seem
straightforward in theory, they are typically difficult to implement efficiently in prac-
tice and thus rarely used. Using the abstraction provided in the Julia language, jInv
simplifies this process. We demonstrate this using a parallel multiphysics inversion
using a 3D example from geophysical imaging. In our example combining data from
DC resistivity and travel time tomography improves the reconstruction quality con-
siderably.
Our research is fully reproducible. jInv is made available freely under the MIT
license and can be obtained at
https://github.com/JuliaInv/jInv.jl
Also the drivers used for the scalability tests as well as the 3D inversions are provided
as examples. Being public domain, we anticipate active development and improvement
of jInv in the future. Apart from providing more examples from different modalities
a major focus will be on algorithmic improvements.
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